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Abstract We consider Bayesian variable selection in sparse high-dimensional
regression, where the number of covariates p may be large relative to the sample size
n, but at most a moderate number q of covariates are active. Specifically, we treat
generalized linear models. For a single fixed sparse model with well-behaved prior
distribution, classical theory proves that the Laplace approximation to the marginal
likelihood of the model is accurate for sufficiently large sample size n. We extend
this theory by giving results on uniform accuracy of the Laplace approximation
across all models in a high-dimensional scenario in which p and q, and thus also the
number of considered models, may increase with n. Moreover, we show how this
connection between marginal likelihood and Laplace approximation can be used
to obtain consistency results for Bayesian approaches to variable selection in highdimensional regression.

1 Introduction
A key issue in Bayesian approaches to model selection is the evaluation of the
marginal likelihood, also referred to as the evidence, of the different models that
are being considered. While the marginal likelihood may sometimes be available in
closed form when adopting suitable priors, most problems require approximation
techniques. In particular, this is the case for variable selection in generalized linear
models such as logistic regression, which are the models treated in this paper.
Different strategies to approximate the marginal likelihood are reviewed in [7]. Our
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focus will be on the accuracy of the Laplace approximation that is derived from
large-sample theory; see also Sect. 4.4 in [3].
Suppose we have n independent observations of a response variable, and along
with each observation we record a collection of p covariates. Write L.ˇ/ for
the likelihood function of a generalized linear model relating the response to the
covariates, where ˇ 2 Rp is a vector of coefficients in the linear predictor [13]. Let
f .ˇ/ be a prior distribution, and let ˇO be the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
of the parameter vector ˇ 2 Rp . Then the evidence for the (saturated) regression
model is the integral
Z
Rp

L.ˇ/f .ˇ/ dˇ;

and the Laplace approximation is the estimate
O .ˇ/
O
Laplace WD L.ˇ/f

.2/p
O
det H.ˇ/

!1=2
;

where H denotes the negative Hessian of the log-likelihood function log L.
Classical asymptotic theory for large sample size n but fixed number of covariates
p shows that the Laplace approximation is accurate with high probability [9]. With p
fixed, this then clearly also holds for variable selection problems in which we would
consider every one of the finitely many models given by the 2p subsets of covariates.
This accuracy result justifies the use of the Laplace approximation as a proxy for
an actual model evidence. The Laplace approximation is also useful for proving
frequentist consistency results about Bayesian methods for variable selection for a
general class of priors. This is again discussed in [9]. The ideas go back to the work
of Schwarz [15] on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
In this paper, we set out to give analogous results on the interplay between
Laplace approximation, model evidence, and frequentist consistency in variable
selection for regression problems that are high-dimensional, possibly with p > n,
and sparse in that we consider only models that involve small subsets of covariates.
We denote by q an upper bound on the number of active covariates. In variable
selection for sparse high-dimensional regression, the number of considered models
is very large, on the order of pq . Our interest is then in bounds on the approximation
error of Laplace approximations that, with high probability, hold uniformly across
all sparse models. Theorem 1, our main result, gives such uniform bounds (see
Sect. 3). A numerical experiment supporting the theorem is described in Sect. 4.
In Sect. 5, we show that when adopting suitable priors on the space of all sparse
models, model selection by maximizing the product of model prior and Laplace
approximation is consistent in an asymptotic scenario in which p and q may grow
with n. As a corollary, we obtain a consistency result for fully Bayesian variable
selection methods. We note that the class of priors on models we consider is the
same as the one that has been used to define extensions of BIC that have consistency
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properties for high-dimensional variable selection problems; see, for example, [2, 4–
6, 8, 11, 12, 17]. The prior has also been discussed in [16].

2 Setup and Assumptions
In this section, we provide the setup for the studied problem and the assumptions
needed for our results.

2.1 Problem Setup
We treat generalized linear models for n independent observations of a response,
which we denote as Y1 ; : : : ; Yn . Each observation Yi follows a distribution from a
univariate exponential family with density
p .y/ / exp fy    b./g ;

 2 R;

where the density is defined with respect to some measure on R. Let i be the
(natural) parameter indexing the distribution of Yi , so Yi  pi . The vector  D
.1 ; : : : ; n /T is then assumed to lie in the linear space spanned by the columns
of a design matrix X D .Xij / 2 Rnp , that is,  D Xˇ for a parameter vector
ˇ 2 Rp . Our work is framed in a setting with a fixed/deterministic design X. In the
language of McCullagh and Nelder [13], our basic setup uses a canonical link, no
dispersion parameter and an exponential family whose natural parameter space is the
entire real line. This covers, for instance, logistic and Poisson regression. However,
extensions beyond this setting are possible; see, for instance, the related work of
Luo and Chen [11] whose discussion of Bayesian information criteria encompasses
other link functions.
We write Xi for the ith row of X, that is, the p-vector of covariate values for
observation Yi . The regression model for the responses then has log-likelihood,
score, and negative Hessian functions
log L.ˇ/ D

n
X

Yi  XiT ˇ  b.XiT ˇ/ 2 R ;

iD1

s.ˇ/ D

n
X



Xi Yi  b0 .XiT ˇ/ 2 Rp ;

iD1

H.ˇ/ D

n
X
iD1

Xi XiT  b00 .XiT ˇ/ 2 Rpp :
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The results in this paper rely on conditions on the Hessian H, and we note that,
implicitly, these are actually conditions on the design X.
We are concerned with a sparsity scenario in which the joint distribution of
Y1 ; : : : ; Yn is determined by a true parameter vector ˇ0 2 Rp supported on a (small)
set J0  Œ p WD f1; : : : ; pg, that is, ˇ0j 6D 0 if and only if j 2 J0 . Our interest is in the
recovery of the set J0 when knowing an upper bound q on the cardinality of J0 , so
jJ0 j  q. To this end, we consider the different submodels given by the linear spaces
spanned by subsets J  Œ p of the columns of the design matrix X, where jJj  q.
For notational convenience, we take J  Œ p to mean either an index set for the
covariates or the resulting regression model. The regression coefficients in model
J form a vector of length jJj. We index such vectors ˇ by the elements of J, that
is, ˇ D .ˇj W j 2 J/, and we write RJ for the Euclidean space containing all these
coefficient vectors. This way the coefficient and the covariate it belongs to always
share a common index. In other words, the coefficient for the j-th coordinate of
covariate vector Xi is denoted by ˇj in any model J with j 2 J. Furthermore, it
is at times convenient to identify a vector ˇ 2 RJ with the vector in Rp that is
obtained from ˇ by filling in zeros outside of the set J. As this is clear from the
context, we simply write ˇ again when referring to this sparse vector in Rp . Finally,
sJ .ˇ/ and HJ .ˇ/ denote the subvector and submatrix of s.ˇ/ and H.ˇ/, respectively,
obtained by extracting entries indexed by J. These depend only on the subvectors
XiJ D .Xij /j2J of the covariate vectors Xi .

2.2 Assumptions
Recall that n is the sample size, p is the number of covariates, q is an upper bound
on the model size, and ˇ0 is the true parameter vector. We assume the following
conditions to hold for all considered regression problems:
(A1) The Euclidean norm of the true signal is bounded, that is, kˇ0 k2  a0 for a
fixed constant a0 2 .0; 1/.
(A2) There is a decreasing function clower W Œ0; 1/ ! .0; 1/ and an increasing
function cupper W Œ0; 1/ ! .0; 1/ such that for all J  Œ p with jJj  2q and
all ˇ 2 RJ , the Hessian of the negative log-likelihood function is bounded as
clower .kˇk2 /IJ 

1
HJ .ˇ/  cupper .kˇk2 /IJ :
n

(A3) There is a constant cchange 2 .0; 1/ such that for all J  Œ p with jJj  2q
and all ˇ; ˇ 0 2 RJ ,
1
kHJ .ˇ/  HJ .ˇ 0 /ksp  cchange  kˇ  ˇ 0 k2 ;
n
where k  ksp is the spectral norm of a matrix.
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Assumption (A2) provides control of the spectrum of the Hessian of the negative
log-likelihood function, and (A3) yields control of the change of the Hessian.
Together, (A2) and (A3) imply that for all  > 0, there is a ı > 0 such that
.1  /HJ .ˇ0 /  HJ .ˇJ /  .1 C /HJ .ˇ0 /;

(1)

for all J J0 with jJj  2q and ˇJ 2 RJ with kˇJ ˇ0 k2  ı; see Proposition 2.1 in
[2]. Note also that we consider sets J with cardinality 2q in (A2) and (A3) because it
allows us to make arguments concerning false models, with J 6 J0 , using properties
of the true model given by the union J [ J0 .
Remark 1 When treating generalized linear models, some control of the size of the
true coefficient vector ˇ0 is indeed needed. For instance, in logistic regression, if
the norm of ˇ0 is too large, then the binary response will take on one of its values
with overwhelming probability. Keeping with the setting of logistic regression,
Barber and Drton [2] show how assumptions (A2) and (A3) hold with high
probability in certain settings in which the covariates are generated as i.i.d. sample.
Assumptions (A2) and (A3), or the implication from (1), also appear in earlier work
on Bayesian information criteria for high-dimensional problems such as [6] or [11].
Let ffJ W J  Œ p; jJj  qg be a family of probability density functions fJ W RJ !
Œ0; 1/ that we use to define prior distributions in all q-sparse models. We say that
the family is log-Lipschitz with respect to radius R > 0 and has bounded log-density
ratios if there exist two constants F1 ; F2 2 Œ0; 1/ such that the following conditions
hold for all J  Œ p with jJj  q:
(B1) The function log fJ is F1 -Lipschitz on the ball BR .0/ D fˇ 2 RJ W kˇk2  Rg,
i.e., for all ˇ 0 ; ˇ 2 BR .0/, we have
j log fJ .ˇ 0 /  log fJ .ˇ/j  F1 kˇ 0  ˇk2 :
(B2) For all ˇ 2 RJ ,
log fJ .ˇ/  log fJ .0/  F2 :
Example 1 If we take fJ to be the density of a jJj-fold product of a centered normal
distribution with variance  2 , then (B1) holds with F1 D R= 2 and F2 D 0.

3 Laplace Approximation
This section provides our main result. For a high-dimensional regression problem,
we show that a Laplace approximation to the marginal likelihood of each sparse
model,
Z
Evidence.J/ WD
L.ˇ/fJ .ˇ/dˇ ;
RJ
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leads to an approximation error that, with high probability, is bounded uniformly
across all models. To state our result, we adopt the notation
a D b.1 ˙ c/

W”

a 2 Œb.1  c/; b.1 C c/:

Theorem 1 Suppose the conditions from (A1)–(A3) hold. Then, there are constants
; csample ; aMLE 2 .0; 1/ depending only on .a0 ; clower ; cupper ; cchange / such that if
n

csample  q3 maxflog.p/; log3 .n/g;

then with probability at least 1  p the following two statements are true for all
sparse models J  Œ p, jJj  q:
(i) The MLE ˇOJ satisfies kˇOJ k2  aMLE.
(ii) If additionally the family of prior densities f fJ W J  Œ p; jJj  qg satisfies the
Lipschitz condition from (B1) for radius R
aMLE C 1, and has log-density
ratios bounded as in (B2), then there is a constant cLaplace 2 .0; 1/ depending
only on .a0 ; clower ; cupper ; cchange ; F1 ; F2 / such that
Evidence.J/ D L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ / 

.2/jJj
det HJ .ˇOJ /

1
s
!1=2 0
3 log3 .n/
jJj
A:
 @1 ˙ cLaplace
n

Proof
(i) Bounded MLEs. It follows from Sect. B.2 in [2]1 that, with the claimed
probability, the norms kˇOJ k2 for true models J (i.e., J
J0 and jJj  2q)
are bounded by a constant. The result makes reference to an event for which
all the claims we make subsequently are true. The bound on the norm of an
MLE of a true model was obtained by comparing the maximal likelihood to the
likelihood at the true parameter ˇ0 . As we show now, for false sparse models,
we may argue similarly but comparing to the likelihood at 0.
Recall that a0 is the bound on the norm of ˇ0 assumed in (A1) and that the
functions clower and cupper in (A2) are decreasing and increasing in the norm of
ˇ0 , respectively. Throughout this part, we use the abbreviations
clower WD clower .a0 /;

cupper WD cupper .a0 /:

1
In the proof of this theorem, we cite several results from Sect. B.2 and Lemma B.1 in [2]. Although
that paper treats the specific case of logistic regression, by examining the proofs of their results
that we cite here, we can see that they hold more broadly for the general GLM case as long as
we assume that the Hessian conditions hold, i.e., Conditions (A1)–(A3), and therefore we may use
these results for the setting considered here.
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First, we lower-bound the likelihood at 0 via a Taylor-expansion using the
true model J0 . For some t 2 Œ0; 1, we have that
1
log L.0/  log L.ˇ0 / D ˇ0T sJ0 .ˇ0 /  ˇ0T HJ0 .tˇ0 /ˇ0
2
1 2
 n a0 cupper ;
2

ˇ0T sJ0 .ˇ0 /

where we have applied (A2). Lemma B.1 in [2] yields that
1

1

jˇ0T sJ0 .ˇ0 /j  kHJ0 .ˇ0 / 2 sJ0 .ˇ0 /k2 kHJ0 .ˇ0 / 2 ˇ0 k2 

0 a0

p
ncupper ;

where 02 can be bounded by a constant multiple of q log.p/. By our sample size
assumption (i.e., the existence of the constant csample ), we thus have that
log L.0/  log L.ˇ0 /

n  c1

(2)

for some constant c1 2 .0; 1/.
Second, we may consider the true model J [ J0 instead of J and apply (B.17)
in [2] to obtain the bound
log L.ˇOJ /  log L.ˇ0 / 

p
O
ncupper 
kˇJ  ˇ0 k2 

JnJ0



nclower
clower
O
min kˇJ  ˇ0 k2 ;
;

4
2cchange
(3)

2
can be bounded by a constant multiple of q log.p/. Choosing our
where JnJ
0
sample size constant csample large enough, we may deduce from (3) that there is
a constant c2 2 .0; 1/ such that

log L.ˇOJ /  log L.ˇ0 /  nkˇOJ  ˇ0 k2 c2
whenever kˇOJ  ˇ0 k2 > clower =.2cchange /. Using the fact that log L.0/  log.ˇOJ /
for any model J, we may deduce from (3) that there is a constant c2 2 .0; 1/
such that
log L.0/  log L.ˇ0 /  nkˇOJ  ˇ0 k2 c2
whenever kˇOJ  ˇ0 k2 > clower =.2cchange /. Together with (2), this implies that
kˇOJ ˇ0 k2 is bounded by a constant c3 . Having assumed (A1), we may conclude
that the norm of ˇOJ is bounded by a0 C c3 .
(ii) Laplace approximation. Fix J  Œ p with jJj  q. In order to analyze the
evidence of model J, we split the integration domain RJ into two regions,
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namely, a neighborhood N of the MLE ˇOJ and the complement RJ nN . More
precisely, we choose the neighborhood of the MLE as
n
o
p
N WD ˇ 2 RJ W kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2  5jJj log.n/ :
Then the marginal likelihood, Evidence.J/, is the sum of the two integrals
Z
I1 D
Z
I2 D

N

L.ˇ/fJ .ˇ/dˇ;

RJ nN

L.ˇ/fJ .ˇ/dˇ:

We will estimate I1 via a quadratic approximation to the log-likelihood
function. Outside of the region N , the quadratic approximation may no longer
be accurate but due to concavity of the log-likelihood function, the integrand
O
can be bounded by eckˇJ ˇJ k2 for an appropriately chosen constant c, which
allows us to show that I2 is negligible when n is sufficiently large.
We now approximate I1 and I2 separately. Throughout this part we assume that
we have a bound aMLE on the norms of the MLEs ˇOJ in sparse models J with jJj  q.
For notational convenience, we now let
clower WD clower .aMLE/;

cupper WD cupper .aMLE /:

(ii-a) Approximation of integral I1 . By a Taylor-expansion, for any ˇ 2 RJ there
is a t 2 Œ0; 1 such that

1
log L.ˇ/ D log L.ˇOJ /  .ˇ  ˇOJ /T HJ ˇOJ C t.ˇ  ˇOJ / .ˇ  ˇOJ /:
2
By (A3) and using that jtj  1,

HJ ˇOJ C t.ˇ  ˇOJ /  HJ .ˇOJ /

sp

 n  cchange kˇ  ˇOJ k2 :

Hence,
1
1
log L.ˇ/ D log L.ˇOJ / .ˇ  ˇOJ /T HJ .ˇOJ /.ˇ  ˇOJ / ˙ kˇˇOJ k32  n cchange :
2
2
(4)
Next, observe that (A2) implies that
s
HJ .ˇOJ /1=2 

1
nclower

 IJ :
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We deduce that for any vector ˇ 2 N ,
p
kˇ  ˇOJ k2  5jJj log.n/ kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 ksp 

s

5jJj log.n/
:
nclower

(5)

This gives
1
log L.ˇ/ D log L.ˇOJ /  .ˇ  ˇOJ /T HJ .ˇOJ /.ˇ  ˇOJ /
2
s
s
125c2change
j Jj3 log3 .n/
˙

:
n
4c3lower

(6)

Choosing the constant csample large enough, we can ensure that the upper bound
in (5) is no larger than 1. In other words, kˇ  ˇOJ k2  1 for all points ˇ 2 N . By
our assumption that kˇOJ k2  aMLE, the set N is thus contained in the ball
˚
B D ˇ 2 RJ W kˇk2  aMLE C 1 :
Since, by (B1), the logarithm of the prior density is F1 -Lipschitz on B, it follows
from (5) that
s
log fJ .ˇ/ D log fJ .ˇOJ / ˙ F1 kˇ  ˇOJ k2 D log fJ .ˇOJ / ˙ F1

5jJj log.n/
:
nclower

(7)

Plugging (6) and (7) into I1 , and writing a D b  expf˙cg as a shorthand for
a 2 Œb  ec ; b  ec , we find that
8 s
0s
19
s
2
=
<
3
2
3
125c
j Jj log .n/ @
5F1
change
A

I1 D L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ / exp ˙
C
;
:
n
nclower
4c3lower


Z

N

1
exp  .ˇ  ˇOJ /T HJ .ˇOJ /.ˇ  ˇOJ / dˇ:
2

In the last integral, change variables to
Z
N



D HJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ / to see that



1
exp  .ˇ  ˇOJ /T HJ .ˇOJ /.ˇ  ˇOJ / dˇ
2
Z

1=2
D det HJ .ˇOJ /

p
k k2 


1
2
exp  k k2 d
2
5jJj log.n/


(8)
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D

.2/jJj
det HJ .ˇOJ /

D

.2/jJj
det HJ .ˇOJ /

!1=2

!1=2

n
o
 Pr 2jJj  5jJj log.n/
p
 expf˙1= ng;

(9)

where we use a tail bound for the 2 -distribution stated in Lemma 1. We now
substitute (9) into (8), and simplify the result using that ex 12x and ex  1C2x
for all 0  x  1. We find that
!1=2
jJj
.2/
I1 D L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ /
det HJ .ˇOJ /
1
1s
0
0
s
s
3
2
3
125c2change
5F1 A jJj log .n/ A
 @1 ˙ 2 @1 C
C
clower
n
4c3lower

(10)

when the constant csample is chosen large enough.
(ii-b) Approximation of integral I2 . Let ˇ be a point on the boundary of N . It then
holds that
p
.ˇ  ˇOJ /T HJ .ˇOJ /.ˇ  ˇOJ / D 5jJj log.n/  kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2 :
We may deduce from (6) that
p
5jJj log.n/
kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2
2
s
s
125c2change
jJj3 log3 .n/

C
n
4c3lower
p
 log L.ˇOJ /  kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2  jJj log.n/;

log L.ˇ/  log L.ˇOJ / 

for jJj3 log3 .n/=n sufficiently small, which can be ensured by choosing csample
large enough. The concavity of the log-likelihood function now implies that
for all ˇ 62 N we have
log L.ˇ/  log L.ˇOJ /  kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2 

p
jJj log.n/:

(11)
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Moreover, using first assumption (B2) and then assumption (B1), we have
that
log fJ .ˇ/  log fJ .0/ C F2  log fJ .ˇOJ / C F1 kˇOJ k2 C F2 :
Since kˇOJ k2  aMLE, it thus holds that
log fJ .ˇ/  log fJ .ˇOJ / C F1 aMLE C F2 :

(12)

Combining the bounds from (11) and (12), the integral can be bounded as
I2  L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ /eF1 aMLE CF2
Z
n
o
p

exp kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2  jJj log.n/ dˇ:

(13)

RJ nN

Changing variables to D HJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ / and applying Lemma 2, we
may bound the integral in (13) as
Z
RJ nN

n
o
p
exp kHJ .ˇOJ /1=2 .ˇ  ˇOJ /k2  jJj log.n/ dˇ


 det HJ .ˇOJ /

1=2


 det HJ .ˇOJ /

1=2

D

.2/jJj
det HJ .ˇOJ /

Z

k k2 >

!1=2

p

5jJj log.n/

4./jJj=2
 1 
jJj
2


o
n p
exp  jJj log.n/  k k2 d

p
jJj1
p
5jJj log.n/
p
e 5 jJj log.n/
jJj log.n/

p
jJj=21

2 5
1
5
1 
jJj log.n/
 p :
5 jJj
2
jJj
n
2

Stirling’s lower bound on the Gamma function gives
.jJj=2/jJj=21
1 
D
jJj
2

.jJj=2/jJj=2
1
1
  p
ejJj=2 :
jJj
C
1
jJj
2

Using this inequality, and returning to (13), we see that

I2  L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ /
 eF1 aMLE CF2

!1=2
.2/jJj
det HJ .ˇOJ /
p 

1
2e 5
5e log.n/ jJj=21
p
p
:

n
jJj
n. 51=2/jJjC1

(14)
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Based on this fact, we certainly have the very loose bound that
.2/jJj
I2  L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ /
det HJ .ˇOJ /

!1=2

1
eF1 aMLE CF2  p ;
n

(15)

for sufficiently large n.
(ii-c) Combining the bounds. From (10) and (15), we obtain that
!1=2
jJj
.2/
Evidence.J/ D I1 C I2 D L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ /

det HJ .ˇOJ /
0
1
1s
0
s
s
2
2
3 log3 .n/
125c
20F
jJj
change
1A
A
@1 ˙ @eF1 aMLE CF2 C 2 C
C
clower
n
c3lower

(16)
for sufficiently large n, as desired.
Remark 2 The proof of Theorem 1 could be modified to handle other situations
of interest. For instance, instead of a fixed Lipschitz constant F1 for all log prior
densities, one could consider the case where log fJ is Lipschitz with
prespect to a
constant F1 .J/ that grows with the cardinality of jJj, e.g., at a rate of jJj in which
case the rate of square root of jJj3 log3 .n/=n could be modified to square root of
jJj4 log3 .n/=n. The term eF1 .J/aMLE that would appear in (16) could be compensated
using (14) in less crude of a way than when moving to (15).

4 Numerical Experiment for Sparse Bayesian Logistic
Regression
In this section, we perform a simulation study to assess the approximation error in
Laplace approximations to the marginal likelihood of logistic regression models. To
this end, we generate independent covariate vectors X1 ; : : : ; Xn with i.i.d. N.0; 1/
entries. For each choice of a (small) value of q, we take the true parameter vector
ˇ0 2 Rp to have the first q entries equal to two and the rest of the entries equal zero.
So, J0 D f1; : : : ; qg. We then generate independent binary responses Y1 ; : : : ; Yn ,
with values in f0; 1g and distributed as .Yi jXi /  Bernoulli.pi .Xi //, where
pi .x/ D

 !



exp xT ˇ0
pi .x/
D x  ˇ0 ;
”
log
1 C exp .xT ˇ0 /
1  pi .x/

based on the usual (and canonical) logit link function.
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We record that the logistic regression model with covariates indexed by J  Œ p
has the likelihood function
)
( n
X


T
T
Yi  XiJ ˇ  log 1 C exp.XiJ ˇ/ ; ˇ 2 RJ ;
(17)
L.ˇ/ D exp
iD1

where, as previously defined, XiJ D .Xij /j2J denotes the subset of covariates for
model J. The negative Hessian of the log-likelihood function is
HJ .ˇ/ D

n
X

exp.XiJT ˇ/
XiJ XiJT  
2 :
1 C exp.XiJT ˇ/
iD1

For Bayesian inference in the logistic regression model given by J, we consider as a
prior distribution a standard normal distribution on RJ , that is, the distribution of a
random vector with jJj independent N.0; 1/ coordinates. As in previous section, we
denote the resulting prior density by fJ . We then wish to approximate the evidence
or marginal likelihood
Z
Evidence.J/ WD
RJ

L.ˇ/fJ .ˇ/ dˇ:

As a first approximation, we use a Monte Carlo approach in which we simply
draw independent samples ˇ 1 ; : : : ; ˇ B from the prior fJ and estimate the evidence as
1X
L.ˇ b /;
MonteCarlo.J/ D
B bD1
B

where we use B D 50;000 in all of our simulations. As a second method, we
compute the Laplace approximation
.2/jJj
Laplace.J/ WD L.ˇOJ /fJ .ˇOJ /
det HJ .ˇOJ /

!1=2
;

where ˇOJ is the maximum likelihood estimator in model J. For each choice of the
number of covariates p, the model size q, and the sample size n, we calculate the
Laplace approximation error as
max

JŒ p; jJjq

j log MonteCarlo.J/  log Laplace.J/ j :

We consider n 2 f50; 60; 70; 80; 90; 100g in our experiment. Since we wish to
compute the Laplace approximation error of every q-sparse model, and the number
of possible models is on the order of pq , we consider p D n=2 and q 2 f1; 2; 3g.
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Fig. 1 Maximum Laplace approximation error, averaged over 100 data sets, as a function of the
sample size n. The number of covariates is n=2, and the number of active covariates is bounded by
q 2 f1; 2; 3g

The Laplace approximation error, averaged across 100 independent simulations, is
shown in Fig. 1. We remark that the error in the Monte Carlo approximation to the
marginal likelihood is negligible compared to the quantity plotted in Fig. 1. With
two independent runs of our Monte Carlo integration routine, we found the Monte
Carlo error to be on the order of 0.05.
For each q D 1; 2; 3, Fig. 1 shows a decrease in Laplace approximation error
as n increases. We emphasize that p and thus also the number of considered qsparse models increase with n. As we increase the number of active covariates
q, the Laplace approximation error increases. These facts are in agreement with
Theorem 1. This said, the scope of this experiment is clearly limited by the fact that
only small values of q and moderate values of p and n are computationally feasible.

5 Consistency of Bayesian Variable Selection
In this section, we apply the result on uniform accuracy of the Laplace approximation (Theorem 1) to prove a high-dimensional consistency result for Bayesian
variable selection. Here, consistency refers to the property that the probability of
choosing the most parsimonious true model tends to one in a large-sample limit. As
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discussed in Sect. 1, we consider priors of the form
!
p
 ½fjJj  qg;
P .J/ /
jJj

J  Œ p;

(18)

where 
0 is a parameter that allows one to interpolate between the case of a
uniform distribution on models ( D 0) and a prior for which the model cardinality
jJj is uniformly distributed ( D 1).
Bayesian variable selection is based on maximizing the (unnormalized) posterior
probability
p
Bayes .J/ WD
jJj

!
Evidence.J/

(19)

over J  Œ p, jJj  q. Approximate Bayesian variable section can be based on
maximizing instead the quantity
!
p
Laplace .J/ WD
Laplace.J/:
jJj

(20)

We will identify asymptotic scenarios under which maximization of Laplace yields
consistent variable selection. Using Theorem 1, we obtain as a corollary that fully
Bayesian variable selection, i.e., maximization of Bayes , is consistent as well.
To study consistency, we consider a sequence of variable selection problems
indexed by the sample size n, where the n-th problem has pn covariates, true
parameter ˇ0 .n/ with support J0 .n/, and signal strength
ˇmin .n/ D min j.ˇ0 .n//j j:
j2J0 .n/

In addition, let qn be the upper bound on the size of the considered models. The
following consistency result is similar to the related results for extensions of the
Bayesian information criterion; see, for instance, [2, 6].
Theorem 2 Suppose that pn D n for > 0, that qn D n for 0  < 1=3, that
ˇmin .n/ D n=2 for 0   < 1  , and that > . Assume that (A1) holds for
a fixed constant a0 and that there a fixed functions clower and cupper with respect to
which the covariates satisfy the Hessian conditions (A2) and (A3) for all J J0 .n/
with jJj  2qn . Moreover, assume that for the considered family of prior densities
ffJ ./ W J  Œ pn ; jJj  qn g there are constants F3 ; F4 2 .0; 1/ such that, uniformly
for all jJj  qn , we have
sup fJ .ˇ/  F3 < 1;
ˇ

inf

kˇk2 aMLE

fJ .ˇ/

F4 > 0;
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where aMLE is the constant from Theorem 1(i). Then, for any  > 1  2.12
, model
 /
selection with Laplace is consistent in the sense that the event
J0 .n/ D arg maxfLaplace .J/ W J  Œ pn ; jJj  qn g
has probability tending to one as n ! 1.
Together with Theorem 1, the proof of Theorem 2, which we give below, also
shows consistency of the fully Bayesian procedure.
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, fully Bayesian model selection
is consistent, that is, the event
J0 .n/ D arg maxfBayes .J/ W J  Œ pn ; jJj  qn g
has probability tending to one as n ! 1.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 2) Our scaling assumptions for pn ; qn and ˇmin .n/ are such
that the conditions imposed in Theorem 2.2 of [2] are met for n large enough.
This theorem and Theorem 1(i) in this paper then yield that there are constants
; ; Cfalse ; aMLE > 0 such that with probability at least 1  pn the following three
statements hold simultaneously:
(a) For all jJj  qn with J

J0 .n/,

log L.ˇOJ /  log L.ˇOJ0 .n/ /  .1 C /.jJnJ0 .n/j C / log.pn / :
(b) For all jJj  qn with J 6

(21)

J0 .n/,

log L.ˇOJ0 .n//  log L.ˇOJ /

Cfalse n ˇmin .n/2 :

(22)

(c) For all jJj  qn and some constant aMLE > 0,
kˇOJ k2  aMLE:

(23)

In the remainder of this proof we show that these three facts, in combination with
further technical results from [2], imply that
J0 .n/ D arg maxfLaplace .J/ W J  Œ pn ; jJj  qn g:

(24)
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For simpler notation, we no longer indicate explicitly that pn , qn , ˇ0 and derived
quantities vary with n. We will then show that

log

Laplace .J0 /
Laplace .J/

D


p
.log P.J0 /  log P.J// C log L.ˇOJ0 /  log L.ˇOJ /  jJnJ0 j log 2


1
log det HJ .ˇOJ /  log det HJ0 .ˇOJ0 /
C log fJ0 .ˇOJ0 /  log fJ .ˇOJ / C
2

(25)

is positive for any model given by a set J ¤ J0 of cardinality jJj  q. We let
clower WD clower .aMLE/;

cupper WD cupper .aMLE /:

We note that this definition of clower and cupper differs from the one used in the
proof of Theorem 1.
False Models If J 6

J0 , that is, if the model is false, we observe that

!
!
p
p
C  log
log P.J0 /  log P.J/ D  log
jJj
jJ0 j

p
 log
jJ0 j

!
 q log p:

Moreover, by (A2) and (23),
log det HJ .ˇOJ /  log det HJ0 .ˇOJ0 /

jJj  log.nclower /  jJ0 j  log.ncupper /


cupper
:
q log n
minfclower ; 1g

Combining the lower bounds with (22), we obtain that
log

Laplace .J0 /
Laplace .J/


 
cupper
F4
C log
minfclower ; 1g
F3

 

p
cupper
F4
2
Cfalse nˇmin
 2np C log
:
 q log
minfclower ; 1g
F3


p
2
Cfalse nˇmin
 jJnJ0 j log. 2/  q log p n

By our scaling assumptions, the lower bound is positive for sufficiently large n.
True Models It remains to resolve the case of J © J0 , that is, when model J is true.
We record that from the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [2], it holds on the considered event
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of probability at least 1  p that for any J

J0 ,

p
4 cupper
kˇOJ  ˇ0 k2  p
nclower
where
2
r

jJnJ0 j ;

(26)

 
2
3
D
 .J0 C r/ log 0 C log.4p / C r log.2p/ :
.1   0 /3


Under our scaling assumptions on p and q, it follows that kˇOJ  ˇ0 k2 tends to zero
as n ! 1.
We begin again by considering the prior on models, for which we have that
log P.J0 /  log P.J/ D  log

jJ0 jŠ.p  jJ0 j/Š
jJjŠ.p  jJj/Š

 jJnJ0 j log q C  jJnJ0 j log.p  q/
 jJnJ0 j log q C  jJnJ0 j.1  Q / log p
for all n sufficiently large. Indeed, we assume that p D n and q D n with >
such that p  q p1Q for any small constant Q > 0 as long as p is sufficiently large
relative to q.
Next, if J © J0 , then (A2) and (A3) allow us to relate HJ .ˇOJ / and HJ0 .ˇOJ0 / to the
respective Hessian at the true parameter, i.e., HJ .ˇ0 / and HJ0 .ˇ0 /. We find that
det HJ .ˇOJ /
log
det HJ .ˇOJ /
0

!


log

0



cchange O
C jJj log 1 
kˇJ  ˇ0 k2
clower


cchange O
 jJ0 j log 1 C
kˇJ0  ˇ0 k2 :
clower

det HJ .ˇ0 /
det HJ0 .ˇ0 /



Note that by assuming n large enough, we may assume that kˇOJ  ˇ0 k2 is small
enough for the logarithm to be well defined; recall (26). Using that x
log.1 C
x/ for all x > 1 and log.1  2x / x for all 0  x  1, we see that
det HJ .ˇOJ /
log
det HJ .ˇOJ /
0

0

!


log

det HJ .ˇ0 /
det HJ0 .ˇ0 /


 2jJj

cchange O
kˇJ  ˇ0 k2
clower
 jJ0 j

cchange O
kˇJ0  ˇ0 k2 :
clower

Under our scaling assumptions, q3 log.p/ D o.n/, and thus applying (26) twice
shows that
cchange O
cchange O
2jJj
kˇJ  ˇ0 k2  jJ0 j
kˇJ0  ˇ0 k2
clower
clower
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is larger than any small negative constant for n large enough. For simplicity, we take
the lower bound as 1. By (A2), it holds that

log

det HJ .ˇ0 /
det HJ0 .ˇ0 /





D log det HJnJ0 .ˇ0 /  HJ0 ;JnJ0 .ˇ0 /T HJ0 .ˇ0 /1 HJ0 ;JnJ0 .ˇ0 /
jJnJ0 j log.n/ C jJnJ0 j log.clower /;

because the eigenvalues of the Schur complement of HJ .ˇ0 / are bounded the same
way as the eigenvalues of HJ .ˇ0 /; see, e.g., Chap. 2 of [18]. Hence, for sufficiently
large n, the following is true for all J © J0 :
log det HJ .ˇOJ /  log det HJ0 .ˇOJ0 /

jJnJ0 j log.n/ C jJnJ0 j log.clower /  1:

(27)

Combining the bound for the model prior probabilities with (21) and (27), we
have for any true model J © J0 that
log

Laplace .J0 /
Laplace .J/

.1 C /.jJnJ0 j C / log.p/ C  jJnJ0 j.1  Q / log.p/

 

1
F4
1
clower
C jJnJ0 j log.n/ jJnJ0 j log.q/C jJnJ0 j log
C log
1:
2
2
2
F3

Collecting terms and using that jJnJ0 j

log

Laplace .J0 /
Laplace .J/

1, we obtain the lower bound


1
jJnJ0 j log.n/  log q2
2

C 2 Œ.1  Q /  .1 C /.1 C / log.p/ C log

c


lower

2


C log

F4
F3


 1:

This lower bound is positive for all n large because our assumption that p D n ,
q D n for 0  < 1=3, and
 >1

12
2.  /

implies that
lim

n!1

p
n
p.1C/.1C

/.1Q/ q

D1

provided the constants , , and Q are chosen sufficiently small.

(28)
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6 Discussion
In this paper, we showed that in the context of high-dimensional variable selection
problems, the Laplace approximation can be accurate uniformly across a potentially
very large number of sparse models. We also demonstrated how this approximation
result allows one to give results on the consistency of fully Bayesian techniques for
variable selection.
In practice, it is of course infeasible to evaluate the evidence or Laplace
approximation for every single sparse regression model, and some search strategy
must be adopted instead. Some related numerical experiments can be found in
[5, 6, 17], and [2], although that work considers BIC scores that drop some of the
terms appearing in the Laplace approximation.
Finally, we emphasize that the setup we considered concerns generalized linear
models without dispersion parameter and with canonical link. The conditions from
[11] could likely be used to extend our results to other situations.

7 Technical Lemmas
This section provides two lemmas that were used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1 (Chi-Square Tail Bound) Let 2k denote a chi-square random variable
with k degrees of freedom. Then, for any n 3,
˚
P 2k  5k log.n/
Proof Since log.n/

1 when n

1

1
nk

p
expf1= ng:

3, we have that

p
k C 2 k  k log.n/ C 2k log.n/  5k log.n/:
Using the chi-square tail bound in [10], it thus holds that
˚
P 2k  5k log.n/

n
o
p
P 2k  k C 2 k  k log.n/ C 2k log.n/
1  ek log.n/ :

Finally, for the last step, by the Taylor series for x 7! ex , for all n
p
1
1
1 1
expf1= ng  1  p C   1  :
2 n
n
n

3 we have
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1 be any integer, and let a; b > 0 be such that ab

Lemma 2 Let k
Then
Z

k k2 >a

expfbk k2 gd

where the integral is taken over

2.k  1/.

4./k=2 ak1 ab
1 
e ;
b
2k



2 Rk .

Proof We claim that the integral of interest is
Z
k k2 >a

expfbk k2 gd D

2./k=2
1 
bk
2k

Z

1

rk1 er dr:

(29)

rDab

Indeed, in k D 1 dimension,
Z

Z
k k2 >a

ebr dr D

rDa

Z

Z

1

expfbk k2 gd D 2

rk1 ebr dr 

rDa

Z

r
rDa

k2 Z
Y
iD1

1

D 2

2 ab
e ;
b

2, then using polar coordinates (see

which is what (29) evaluates to. If k
Exercises 7.1–1.3 in [1]), we find that

k k2 >a

1

expfbk k2 gd D 2

k1 br

e

dr 

k2
Y
iD1

=2

=2

p


cosi .i /di
1


.i C 1/
1
 ;
.i C 2/
2
2

which again agrees with the formula from (29).
Now, the integral on the right-hand side of (29) defines the upper incomplete
Gamma function and can be bounded as
Z 1
.k; ab/ D
rk1 er dr  2eab .ab/k1
rDab

for ab 2.k  1/; see inequality (3.2) in [14]. This gives the bound that was to be
proven.
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